
PASS Locator

Track your assets!
Experience the relief of knowing where everything is! 

Get rid of time consuming searching!

See who has borrowed equipment and how long for!

Reduce the time it takes to check everything with regular fast audits!

Know what and how much needs replacing with instant snapshots!



Feature of PASS Locator

Asset audits - scheduled or ad hoc
Asset maintenance (tests and results) scheduled or ad hoc
Issues and loans with outstanding loan report
End of life reports
Depreciated values
Detailed history
Flexible customisable database
Multiple view by category/owner/location
Multiple site database with central server. VPN, GPS, Citrix, 
Windows Terminal Server
Multiple databases same licence - so one for property 
maintenance and another for Asset tracking
Access, Mysql or sql server databases
Barcode printing
Sig capture with epad
PDA program - In, Out, Move, Sig capture
Android or Win mobile (Android runs with pLink)
Supports Bluetooth scanners so usable with Android phones



All the items are classified into their categories

The groupings enable you to quickly select which item 
or items you need information about at a glance.

Once you select an individual item in the left panel 
you see the all the details about your items in the 
right panel.



View and search by Owner, Keeper, 
Location or supplier

Here you can see multiple view windows open at the 
same time showing the same item, the Bekken airflow 
sorted into different perspective. So in the 
Departmental view you can also see everything that 
they own. Similarly in the Staff view , everything each 
staff member has been issued with. Then in the 
location view you see everything in each location. 
Finally everything supplied by each supplier.

This makes it very easy to see who has what and where 
it is. There are also many reports that also give 
valuation, disposal schedule, audit schedules and 
maintenance checks.



Use PDAs, phones or 
tablets to audit, move 
or maintain items

Windows mobile as a PDA O/s is coming to the end of its 
life and being replaced by Android. We support all 
Android PDAs, but you can also use you own phone with 
a cheap Bluetooth paired scanner. 



Autogenerate a barcode and print a 
barcode label when adding the item

A unique barcode number can be 
automatically generated and then a 
barcode label printed of that same 
number when the item is added to the 
database.



Reprint damaged labels with a single click!



Keep your data on a central database 
with multiple client PCs

So you can have as many PDAs as you  
like communicating with any PC that 
has PASS loaded on it.

All the PCs see the same data

We can offer batch solutions where the 
wireless network doesn’t extend across 
the whole site. In this solution the data 
is collected around the site and 
uploaded as a batch to the database on 
return to the PC. The wireless and GPRS 
solutions operate in real-time sending 
the captured data to the central 
database via a local PC or access point. 
So when many users are scanning items 
in different buildings during an audit, 
the checks are uploaded simultaneously 
to the database. 



Do partial or complete audits with easy schedules

This shows a list of what is supposed to be in the Account dept. So during the audit you go round 
scanning the items and at the end you will get a list of what you have audited with a list of discrepancies 
for items not found or items in the wrong place



Do partial or complete audits with easy schedules

If you are unable to put barcodes on the items you can audit with this barcode schedule



Do selective maintenance checks with automated schedules

A similar facility is available for maintenance checks where you actually need to record what you have checked and the date.



Issue and return items quickly without paper documents

Signature capture is an option for recording the issue, return or any movement of an item. 
The signatures are displayed with the items data as seen in the next screenshot.



Issue and return items quickly without 
paper documents

Signature capture is an option for recording the issue, 
return or any movement of an item. The signatures are 
displayed with the items data.



Get lists of items out on loan

This report lists all items that have been issued to people but not yet returned. Its often the case that staff hang on to 
equipment unnecessarily after use and forget to return it. This enables a reminder to be sent out when items are required 
for use by others..



Use the transaction log to find items that have disappeared. It 
shows the trail of the item!
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